What we can really expect from telemedicine in intensive diabetes treatment: 10 years later.
During the last 10 years many new telematic systems aiming at support of diabetes treatment have been designed and developed. Most systems that were applied in clinical randomized trials used the classical approach, with data transfers from patients performed usually once every few days. In the few available meta-analyses of these trials, a significant improvement of the mean hemoglobin A1c was demonstrated in patients using telematic systems. However, the magnitude of this improvement in comparison with the control groups was lower than expected. This conclusion was confirmed by results of the IDEATel study involving more than 1,600 patients over a period of 5 years. It might by hypothesized that in some groups of patients continuous telecare with frequent contacts between patients and the care provider during each day should be required. This hypothesis is confirmed by the results of the clinical trials applying real-time diabetes monitoring systems. However, the increased frequency of the data transfers and checkups requires a new model for technology-supported care. The new model should connect together the ubiquitous data transfer with an automatically selected optimal frequency, the automatic assessment of the data coupled with quicker feedback from the decision support system or from the provider, and selection of the optimal time for the patient's face-to-face visit in the clinic. All this new future implementations together with already confirmed advantages of the telematic support, such as the increase of self-confidence of the patient, will hopefully give real benefits for the patients.